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Abstract. An extension of Hennessy-Milner Logic with recursion is presented. A recursively 
specified formula will have two standard interpretations: a minimal one and d rnasirnal one. 
Minimal interpretations of formu!ar zte useful for expressing liperress properties of processes, 
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and complete proof systems for both interpretations for when a process satisfies a (possihl> 
recursive) formula. The rules of the proof systems consist of an introduction rule for each possible 
structure of a formula and are intended to extend the work of Stirling and Winskel. Moreover 
the proof systems may be presented directly in PROLOG to yield a decision procedure for verifying 
when a finite-state process satisfies a specification given as a (possibly recursive) formula. 
A non-deterministic and concurrent program repeatedly interacts with its environ- 
ment. For this reason the semantics cannot simply be a function from input to 
4,161, an alternative, operational semantics is proposed based on the 
server attempting to experiment with the program. The author intro- 
duces the notion of observational equivalence in order to expres hen two programs 
- ,1:-c* are m JB+ctguishable by all observers. In the original work by Iner [14] observa- 
tional equlvalerce was defined as the limit of, Uvy 9 AnDreasing m-sequence of approxi 
ing equivalences. Later, a more elegant definition of observational equivalence in 
terms of the notion of bisimulation was given in [ 171 and investigated in [16]. 
Further Gdence for the naturalness of observational equivalence was then given 
in [lo], vlhere it was shown that observational equivalence can be characterized by 
a simple modal logic, referred eras the Hennessv- 
extensions and variations of rlner Logic and an 
relative strength are given in 14-J Also, it has later been shown that 
are characterized by certain variations of 
of some of these results may be 
The formulas or assertions of 
desired properties of a non-deterministic or con 
al assertion fro 
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successfully dealt with in [20-221 and 125,261, where both sound and complete 
compositional axiomatizations for the satisfiability relation between processes 
(expressed in various subsets of CCS [14] and SCCS [I6]) and modal formulas are 
given. 
Obviously, this quest for compositionality is an important one to solve if Hen- 
nessy-Milner Logic is going to be used in design and verification of large systems. 
So far, not even small systems have been dealt with using Hennessy-Milner Logic. 
However, equally important in this respect is the expressiveness of the logic; i.e. to 
what extent does the logic allow us to express “interesting” roper& as formulas. 
Although Hennessy-Milner Logic is expressive enough to d tinguish between any 
inequivalent processes (the characterization result in [lo]), it is clearly not expressive 
enough from a pragmatic point of view. In fact, a formula of Hennessy-Milner 
Logic is only capable of describing properties of a certain finite part of processes. 
As such, it is impossible-as a single formula-to describe properties of processes, 
which are to hold invariant/y (i.e. throughout a possibly 5~ ,.&Gte lifetime) or eventually 
(i.e. at some unspecified point in time), properties which clearly are necessary judged 
by the whelm of applications in the framework of Temporal Logic. 
Actually, by extending Hennessy-Milner Logic, with infinitary connectives (con- 
junction say), invariant and eventual properties are expressible. In fact, by conjunct- 
ing all formulas satisfied by a process, we obtain a property characteristic for that 
process and its equivalence class. However, we are also concerned with the problem 
of automating the verification of when a process meets a specification expressed as 
a formula of Hennessy-Milner Logic. For that reason, we must insist that all formulas 
of our logic are finitary expressions. 
In order to gain expressiveness without introducing infinitary connectives, we 
extend I-Iennessy-Milner Logic with recursion in Section 2. A recursively specified 
formula will have two standard interpretations: a minimal one and a maximal one. 
It will be indicated in Section 3 that the minimal interpretation is especially 
weii-suited for expressing iiveness properties, whereas the maximal interpretation is 
particularly useful for expressing safety properties. In fact, all the standard operators 
from Branching Time Temporal Logic [2] are derivable. 
In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we offer sound and complete proof systems for the 
satisfiability relation between processes and (possibly recursive) formulas, both for 
the minimal as well as for the maximal interpretation of recursion. The proof systems 
follow the spirit of those I27 [2O-221 and [25,26-J except that no structure on the 
processes is assumed. The proof systems are therefore not compositional on the 
processes. Instead we corlcentrate on the ne-w recursive structure of formulas. 
owever, since no assumptions as to the structure of processes are made our proof 
rub for recursive formulas may be added directly to the proof systems of Stirling 
and “~insk~l. 
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Logic. Our proce ure offers an alternative to the rocedure in [e], which verifies 
that a finite-state process meets a nspecification expressed in a Propositional 
ilner Logic with recursion is not a 
resulting logic is closely related to the p-calculus [ 111, and indeed, similar extensions 
ennessy-Milner Logic with recursion have been studied in [9,8]. 
proof systems we present are new, and, we believe, interesting because they make 
recise in a logical sense the difference between minimal and maximal interpretations 
recursive formulas. Also, the computational application of th 
seems to be of potential use for future application tif ennessy- 
practical verifications of concurrent systems. 
In the work of raf and Sifakis, there is no direct axiomatization of the satisfiability 
relation between processes and formulas. Instead, they are concerned with finding 
logics “adequate” with respect to a given equivalence on processes. 
logic to be adequate, formulas must represent unions of equivalence classes and 
each equivalence class must be represented by a formula. The verification of when 
a process p’ satisfies a formula F is then reduced to a verification of the vdidity of 
the formula ]p(+F, where 1~1 is the formula representing the equivalence class of 
p. Thus, in the work of Graf and Sifakis the problem of satisfiability of a formula 
ith respect to a given process is reduced to the problem of validity of formulas. 
[9] they present a sound deductive system for the validity of formulas, but no 
completeness result has been stated. Also, from a computational point of view, zhe 
reduction to validity of formulas is not particularly helpful, since this problem is 
easily shown to be at least coNP-hard. 
A non-deterministic and concurrent program repeatediy interacts with Its environ- 
ment. For this reason, the input/output function semantics, which has been success- 
fully applied to sequential programs, is no longer adequate. Instea 
semantics in terms of a labelled transition system [ 181 is given. Let 
processes and Act a set of actions which the processes may perfo 
changes of processes as they perform actions are given by a d 
+ c Pr x Act x Pr. For (p, a, q) E -+ we shall normally write p + u’ 4 which may be 
interpreted; “tk process p can perform the action a a 
process q”. The triple = (4%: Act, + ) constitutes the tra 
Often s?le shall restri rselves to transition syste 
minism; namely that of image-finiteness. 
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properties of processes. Followi,lg 120,221, we use a slightly different but equivalent 
modal I& without an explicit negation operator. 
Let A be the smallest set of formulas built up accord1 
fol:owing abstract syntax: 
A GIFv Gl(a)Fl[a]F. 
The meaning of a formula F of A is given by defining, inductively on the structure 
of F, the set of processes RFD which satisfies F. 
.2. Define [ Fl c_ Pr for FE A inductively as 
(1) IIttn = fi, 
(4) [FvG~=[Fju[Gjj, 
(6) uwn = bm, 
where ifor SC Pr, (~a~)S=(p~PrI3p’.p-*“p’,~p’ES) and [-Q-IS= 
{PE wfP’.P --go p3p’~ S). Foiiowing the notation of [25] we write t=~ : F in case 
p E [Fn, where p is a process and F is a formula. 
It is clear from the above definition, that any single formula of AZ only describes 
a certain finit part of processes. In order to capture properties for the full infinite 
behaviour we need infinite sets of formulas from A. As an example consider the 
following simple transition system: 
P 
0 a 
A property characteristic for p is that it always, i.e. at any moment in its infinite 
life, is capable of performing an a action. The only way to describe this in I-IML 
is as an infinite set of formulas: ((a)tt, [ a](a)tt, [ a][ a](a)tt, . . . >. Obviously, this is 
rather unsatisfactory and we would like an extension of .& in which this and similar 
properties are expressible as single formulas. The solution is rather obvious: simply 
L. Then the property of p above may be specified recursively 
as a property ?C satisfying the following equation: - - - - 
= (a>tt A [a]X 
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Clearly, X = fJ is a solution to the above equation (since no process can satisfy 
both (a)tt and [alff). owever, p&E, so obviously this is not the solution we are 
looking for. It turns out that by taking the maximal solution to the equation we 
obtain ?he desired proper”Ly. in contrast, = ff is the minimal solution. It turns out 
that maximal solutions are useful for describing l’nvcariaazt or safely properties, 
whereas minimal solutions are useful for describing Ziveness properties. We now 
extend A with a set of identifiers for recursion. 
. Let Id be a set of identifiers. Then the set of formulas over Id, Aid, 
is the smallest set of formulas built up according to the t’ollowing abstract syntax: 
F::=tt/ft”lFA GIFv Gl(a)Fl[a]FIX 
Syntactically the meaning of the identifiers is specified, often recursively, by a 
$ec/cpzGtion assigning a formula (the body) of A& to each identifier. 
nition 2.4. A declarahm 9 is a function Id + AId. For X E Id we shall simply 
write Fx for 9(X) when 9 is understood. 
In all that follows we shall assume a fixed set of identifiers Id and a fixed 
declaration 9. Semantically, the meaning of a formula is defined relative to an 
assignment, 0 : Id + 2”, assigning meaning, i.e. a set of processes, to each identifier. 
We may then define the meaning of a formula F over Aid relative to an assignment 
Q as a set of processes [F]lcr satisfying the following extension of Definition 2.2. 
Define for FE .A& and u E Id + 2” the set of processes [Flu= induc- 
(1) [tt]a = Pr, 
(2) Ufib = I& 
(3) [FAG](T=([F]~[G]u, 
(4) [Fv G]v=[Fjou[Gjq 
(9 [I~Q>Fn~=cdmb-~, 
03 Ubim= 
(7) [X]o-=a( 
We shall write t==,,p : F in case g E [Fjo-, where p is a 
cr is an assignment. 
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For a given specified declaration 9, we are searching for assignments a under 
which the semantics of any identifier, (YXg 
. 
c, tXjii& the semantrcs of the Correspond- 
ing body in 9, IfFx]u. Such assignments can be seen as solutions to the recursive 
declaration 9 and are called models for 9. We are especially interested in maximal 
and minimal models, and we shall use those for generating the two standard 
semantics of formulas over J&J. Models are defined through the following notions 
of post-models and pre-models. 
nition A pre-model (for 9) is an assignment u= such that [Fxlo~ [X](r 
holds for any’identifier X. Similarly, a g~r~,t-m&rd~! (for 2) is an assignment u such 
that [X]at [&jcr holds for any identifier X. A model (for 9) is an assignment 
-which is both a pre- and post-model. 
We shall adopt the following convenient notation for assignments. 
otation 23. Let a,, 02, cr,, i E I, be assignments. Then 
q c c2 iE a,(X) E U?(X) for a!! ident% 3rs X, 
niE, oi is the assignment given by (nif I a,)(X) = nicr (oi(X)), 
ij;< 1 ai is the assignment given by (Uic ,, gi)( X) = UiF I ( c~( X)). 
From this it is rather obvious that the set of assignments constitutes a complete 
lattice under C_ with n as greatest lower bound and U as least upper bound. 
The declaration 2 induces a transformation [91 on a s signments in the following 
way. The transformed assignment !9]~ of (7 is the function given by 
for all identifiers X. With this definition it is clear that an assignme t v is a post-model 
(pre-model) iff ac[910 ([9j u c a). Thus, a model is simply a fixed-point of [9!. 
Because J& does not contain an explicit negation operator, [F]o is monotonic in 
u for all formulas F. This will ensure the existence of a minimal and maximal 
model. oreover, provided the process system is image-finite, [Flw is both 
continuous and anti-continuous in (T. 
s image-Jhite and CT, c o2 c_ tq c_ 9 l l is an increasing chain 0~~ assign- 
!l(Lbi) = U, W%)l.~~w $ is image-finite and q 2 q I> a-, 2 9 l 9 
b- a decreasing chain of assignments, then [Fn(n, a,) = ni ([Fljo,). 
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Let vi, i E I, be a family of pre-models ( post-models). 
is also a pie-model ( post-model). 
ow [F,I](fl; gi)G [Xj(ni a,) for al9 identifiers X. 
ici)=ni ([X]gi)I>r]i (lF,Jj~i) by assumptions. Now,ni ((IF&) i~~~~~ 
[ Fxj(ni ai) since, by monotonicity, [ Fx]cri includes [ FJ(n, ai) for any i. 0 
We may now state the following main theorem which ensures the existence of a 
maximal and minimal model (post-model/pre-model). The theorem is a simple 
applkation of the KilaSkF- Tarski fixed-point theorem for monotonic functions on 
complete lattices [24-j. 
em-em 2.1 ere exist a maximal post-model, urnax, and a minima! pre-model, 
(T min 3 given by the following: 
Moreover, urnitx and amin are both models. When is image-finite, urnax and gmin may 
alternatively be dejned as greatest lower bound resp. least upper bound qf the following 
chains: 
Since any mode9 is also a post-mode9 and a pre-model, it tb99ows that d~,,,~,, is the 
maxin;; model, and bmin is the .minima9 model. We chn91 write l=maxp: F res iiliau 5
bminp: F whene:rer ktr, ,,., p: F resp. I=(,,,,, p: F, where p is a process and F is a 
formula. krnax and k=F,n are extended to sets of correctness assertions Zp the obvious 
ways. 
be given by the forlowing diagram: 
We want to prove that the process p is a 
shall represent a declaration 23 over a finite set of 
- __ 
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where either “e” or “=Y’ is to replace all occurrences of YY” (thus, no mixture 
of “e” and “=Y is allowed). Following the convention introduced in [ 
__-_-e-l use of “e” -will indicate that the ~~hima~ ~~odel for 9 is the intended one, 
cifies the maximal mode1 as the intended one. Now consider t 
recursive definitio 
where “ILK” is to be replaced by either ‘.C’ or “a”. Obvious!y is image-finite, 
so we may apply the constructions from Theorem 2.10 to obtain omin and urnax: 
Thus, O,in = UU and #minP: X. 
dl,,(X) = (P> 
~b,,ix,=(p)nioa=l(pj=(pjr:(pj=(p). 
fience urnax = flpr and imaxp: X. 
3. 
The property X studied in Example 2.11 is an attempt to express an invariant 
property in Hennessy-Milner Logic with recursion. However, there is a genera1 
recursive scheme to be used for expressing such invariant properties. In fact (as is 
also partially pointed out in [9]) all the modalities of standard Branching Time 
Tempora.1 Logic [2] may be expressed in our logic, underlining its expressiveness. 
For convenience we assume that the set of actions, Act, is a finite set {a, , . . . , a,,). 
We then write [ActIF, respectively (Act)F, as an abbreviation for the formula 
[a,]FA l - A [a,,] F, respectively (a,) F v l l l v (a,,) F. This finiteness restriction on 
Act may be removed by using as basis of our extension, a variant of HI++4 
[ ] and ( ) are parameterized with sets of actkns. However, in order to s;implify the 
soundness and completeness proofs of the proof systems to follow, we have decided 
e simpler version of HML. 
Now, let F be a given formula. Then the following recursive equations specify 
ranching Time Temporal Logic presented IE [2j: 
(a) S,+ F h ([Act]iT v (Acr)S,), 
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(a Coniputation being a maximal derivation sequence). &. is satisfied by a process, 
if the process has a computation (finite or infinite) on which all processes enjoy F. 
TR.., 1 llU3, SF expresses the invariwce of 6; Under sOme computation. 
P-- if .F hs!ds kr some derivative of it; i.e. 
,oint in the future. Finally, a process satisfies 
it is possible that F 
EP- if F hnlds inevitabl’~ or evc~tu&:,; 
i.e. if for all computations of the process, F holds at some point. 
Some remarks about the above recursive specifications are in order already at 
this stage. A more immediate definition of SF would perhaps be SF+ F A (Act)&. 
efinition would require a process to have an injinite computation 
on which F holds invariantly in order for SF to be satisfied. By adding the disjunct 
[Actlff, as in the presented definition, the computation is permitted to be finite as 
well. Similarly, one may attempt to use the following seemingly more immediate 
definition for EF : l$t- F v [Act]&. However, this would allow all terminating 
processes, i.e. processes with no infinite computations, to have the property EF: 
note for instance that the totally inactive process NIL would enjoy EF for all F, 
simply because IL satisfies [Act]G for any property G. In order to insure that a 
process does not terminate before the tquirement of satisfying F has been fulfilled, 
the conjunct (Act)tt has been inserted in the presented definition. Finally, note the 
obvious similarities between the definitions of Ir;, PF and SF, EF ; in fact it may be 
shown that the defined properties are forma!ly iA~ka!s in the SYV that +: = P .:- 
and -I& = E,,. 
Not only are the operators from [2] expressible in the extended logic, so too are 
the more complex and general weak and strong until op?rcators. For F and G being 
given formulas we make the following recursive definitions: 
(5) U&t-G v (F A (Act)tt r\ [Act] Gr&), 
(6) U;;,+ G v (F A [Act] U;&. 
From tires? definitions it is clear that U& and U & are true generalizations of E,- 
and IF; indeed the f(Jllowiiig ~uivale~~~es hold: UFt,G f & and UF,,= IF. 
Informally, both Uk+c’ and U F,c; are satisfied by a process if for any of its 
computations F holds until G does. In U& however, F is allowed to hold all 
through L computation without G ever being achieved. This is in contrast to &,, 
where G must be guaranteed to hold eventually in all computations of the process. 
Thus, we expect U & to be a stronger property that U&, ence the terminology. 
To formalize the intended semantics of c/‘” F,G and i/& we firsi raeed 10 formalize 
thk: notatioii of computation and related concepts. First, a dei;ivksn se 
a process, p, is a finite or infinite sequence of the form: 
en abbreviate t
th zero from p will be written as --+E‘ erivatio 
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sequences are composed ir, the obvious way: if d, is infinite then n, o d2 is d,. 
Otherwise, d, 0 d2 is only efined when the initial process of d2 equals the !SSL 
process of d, and ic then t concatenation of the two derivation sequences. The 
composition on erivation sequences yields the obvious notions of prefix and sufk 
among sequences. 
Now, a c ation c for a process p is a derivation sequence from pb which is 
maximal un prefix ordering. Hence, the last proces!: of any finite c 
must be dead-locked with respect to any action. We shall use O(p) to 
set of comprrtat~on3 klrn p (obviously, %(P) is non-empty for any process). 
Whenever c is a compiJtation for some process, we denote the set of processes 
occurring in c by P(c). Also, we shall write pl x (.pz whenever p, and p2 occurs in 
c with the occurrence of pl strictly before that of p3. Note, that < C is a transitive 
relation on P(c), though not necessarily anti-symmetric since processes may have 
multiple occurrences in a computation. 
WC may now express the intended semantics of Up,, and U>,, as follows. 
efinition 3.1, Let E’ and G be given formulas of JZ. Then define the sets of processes 
V&2 and %& as follows: 
VCE %‘(p)iIqE9’(c)(qC=G/iVr<,.q.ri=F) 
VC i %Cp) 
VqEP(c).qkFv 
3qE~(c).q~G/\~r<,.q.r~F 
The fotlowing theorems prove formally that UT,, and U& indeed have their 
intended semantics. 
Let F and G be given formulas of A, arid let p be a process. ?%en 
. We prove that 
[I u’;. (;D”,in = Q> (, d* (0 
For the E -direction of (1) it su ces to establish that 021itG is a prefixed point of 
the transformation, call it 3&., ssociated with the definition of U>,, ; i.e. 
theswise, it follows that 
PI== F and p can make some progress (i.e. gA=(Act~tf , & Furthermore, no matter hew 
p progresses 
, 
it will reach a state where 52SF.G holds. So too for the successor, ps, of p on c. Now, 
tic is obviously a computation for ps and since pF E %& there is a process q on tic 
satisfying G and with all predecessors on tic satisfying E Obviously, q is also on 
!= F we have found a process in P(c) with the desired property. 
For the z-direction of (1) assume p E “zt& but pP,i, U&. From the definition 
of U& it follows that 
U*..ro.r Iluwbver, under the assumption of p E %” Ec; and p#G, both pl== F and pi=jAct)tt 
must hold. TO see this observe that on any computation from p (of which some 
exist), there is a process q for which G holds and with all predecessors atisl’ying 
F. Obviously p is a predecessor to qt hence pl= F. Also q # p, since p#G is assumed. 
Thus, q ust be a true successor of p and therefore pl=(Act)tt. It follows that the 
third disjunct of (3) must hold. Thus, p-+ al p, with p,lf,,, v f-,C, W- -- for some a, and 
y”, . Obviously, also p, E Q&, and we may now repeat the argument or p,, yielding 
p,#G and p1 + ul p2 for some a2 and p2 with pr E “ll’;lc; but P)&,,~ U>_, . In this way, 
we construct an infinite computation p -9 5 pI + 5 pz + 5 p3 + 3 l l l on whicll G 
never holds, contradicting the assumption p E %“t;c; . It follows that pkmin I&;. III 
err&m 3.3. Let F and G be given formulas of Al, and let p be a process. Then 
roof. Ve prove that 
For the z-direction of (4) it suffices to establish t at 
the transformation, call it Yp&, associated with the de 
is a postfixed 
aVp’.p -2 pf ==3 pf E 4Yj;?,<;. 
er all processes of c enjoy 
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satisfying G and with a’rl predecessors of q on c satisfying F. Since p# G is assumed 
it follows in both cases that g>+E 
For (6), assume p -+ a p’. We must prove that pk %&. Assume not. Then there 
exists a computation c’ from p’ where F does not old (weakly) until G does; i.e. 
for some q E P(( )c’), q satisfies neither F nor G, and moreover none of q’s 
predecessors on c’ satisfies G. 
C 
r I \ 
p”-*p’+ +p”+ l l . 
L J ” 
c’ 
However, since pl# G, F will then not hold (weakly) until G on the csmputation 
c = p + a p’, c’ from p. This contradicts p E “up,, l 
For the c-direction of (4) assume p F %F,G. Then there exists a computation c 
from p where F does not hold (weakly) until G does; i.e. there is a derivation 
$XXpXBX 
LI2 *3 
p’po-Lp,-pz- l ’ l Apn 
with piI+, pib% for all i< n and p,#F, p,BsG. We now prove p#max UF,, by 
induction on n. 
Basis (n = 0): Then p,, =p and p# FT p#G. Then> however, pbf,,, G v 
(F A [Act] U”,,) and thus p#m::Y U&. 
Step (n > Qj: By induction hypothesis P,I#,,,~~ UF,, . Therefore, pkt,,, [Act] Up*,. 
Since p = po&t G is assumed to hold it follows that PI+,.,,,, G v (F A [Act] I!_&) and 
thus pFmal( Uw,,. Cl 
roof syste 
In this section we present a proof syste;nr for Hennessy-Milner Logic with recursion 
which is complete under the minimal interpretation_ The proof system is composi- 
tional on the s-iit.iCture of formulas whereas the processes, unlike the proof systems 
in [20-221 and [25,26], are assumed to be structureless elements of a general 
image-finite transition system. This assumption has been made in order to focus 
solely on the recursive structure which has been added to the formulas. However, 
it should be possible to obtain complete proof systems compositional also on the 
structure of processes by adding our proof rule for recursive formulas to the proof 
systems of Stirling and Winskel. 
ystem we offer consists of an introduction rule for each logical 
introduction rule for recursion is the obvious one: i;m order to prove 
I=p: X, where iS an identifier, simply prove I=p: F,, where Fx = B(X). 
recess system. Let 
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tt +_minP: tt 
+rninP: F +rninP: G 
A 
+minP: F A G 
V 
0 
I-minP: F +rninP: G 
EminP: F v G I-minP: F v G 
k_min,U’: F
+-min P: (Q)F P :P' 
[I 
t-ani”P, : F.. . (-minP:; : F --...- 
+minP: [Q]F -- 
LQ,v* 9 PA = {P’IP ~P7 
Kec 
t-minP: FX 
krninP: x 
Fx=S!(X) 
Fig. 1. The proof system Min. 
The proof system in is sound as stated in the following theorem. 
heore .2 (Soundness). Let be an image$nite process ystem, p be a prucess 
and P be me jii~~~t.h. Then +minp: F implies t=minp: F. 
~008. We show that kmin is closed under the rules for Emin. From 
it is clear that I=, for any assignment u is preserved by the rules tt, A , v , ( ) and 
[ ] of Definition 4.1. Since ami” is a pre-model we LICSW that [[F~~~~in E [[Xjgmin 
for any ZdentifiPr X. Thus5 if l=,iiliip~ & thek9 Akarly also i=mirT 0: X. Hence, Ret 
preserves t=min. q 
For the completeness consider the following assignment CT+ induced by 
I- l cr,_( X) = {p 1 FminP: X}. We show that ut- is a pre-model and that i=,,+p: F iR min l 
FminP: F. Since urnin is the smallest pre-model the completeness will f0110~. First, 
rules from Definition 4.1 (refer to 
and hence satisfies the following 
l- min is essentially a minimal fixed-point of the 
[l] for basic notions of inductive definitions) 
implications. 
3. The foliowing implications hold for +min : 
3 t-minp: Fand +minp: G, 
* t-minp: For +_minP: @, 
(3) +rninp: tajF * “ P)’ and +minp’: F, 
t4) t--minP: Q p’ implies t-min p’: 
(5) +niinP: 
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kmin\{ p: F 4 G) also satisfies the rules of Definition 4.1 contradicting the minimality 
of l-mj”. q 
* Le;p be a process and F be aform 
y structur3! induction on E e only consider 
p: Fifa 
e case F=F,A 
the other cases are ei her similar or trivial. uivalent to !=,, 1A 
I=,+ p: F2 using ording to the induction hypothesis, this is 
equivalent to km which in turn is e uivalent to +minp: F, A F2 
using the rules of and Lemma 4.3. 
of. e must sh 
P: =++=-=q_ p: 
owever, this impfication follows fro 
r equivalently that 
nt t0 
As an immediate co;oiiary CtC Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 we have the following i‘om 
ness result. 
age-jinite process system, p be a process 
en brninp: F++,inp: F. 
ocess systems we ay introduce an infinitary version of the 
both a sound and complete (infinita ) proofsystem, 
ing that none of the proofs involved in the soundness and 
are actuaiiy using the image-finiteness of 
te the use of the proof system through a 
e want to prove t 
ossi lock 
Let us now prove that the recess g enjoys the property 
interpretation) using the proof system 
[I 
F-nlin r: la lff 
v 
t- minr: 
Ret -- 
[a]ffv (a)X 
0 * 
l- min r: X 
I- main 9: tajX 
Ret 
k_minP: (a)X 
F_minP: [a]ff v (a)X - 
+ininP: x 
From the point of view of automaticall_v constructing proofs in a goal-directed 
manner, it is obvious that the freedom of choice between the two v -rules an 
freedom in the ( )-rule, due to the choice of derivative, may in a depth-first search 
strategy !ead to non-termination. In a goal-directed construction of the proof in 
Example 4.7, the choice of the derivation q + a r in the ( )-application marked * is 
crucial for the termination of the construction. Choosing the derivation q -+ a p 
. . . _ _-^h-_ 
CiibOCSLU 
4 \%&d; &Tp’.zg : ; - . - . ‘GS G&L‘\ ie g;c li".;c:d; t@"' L,Ligg 0: yrQV:Eg Vminp; >b-)y CilUS 
making no progress as to constructing a proof. 
Non-termination of a goal-directed proof construction for a correctness assertion 
p: F is often the way invalidity of p: F manifests itself in . To see this consider 
the correctness assertion p: Y, where Y is defined by the following recursive 
equation: 
7%[cijffv [a] Y. 
resses the property of eventual deadlock under the minimal interpreta- 
tion; a property which p clearly does not possess. Now, a goal-directed attempt of 
constructing a proof for p: Y will necessatily lead to a construction of the followiflg 
shape. 
. . 
l- 
11 
,kP’ y k-2:; q: Y 
krninP: la1 y 
V 
R4c’ 
+rninP: lalfiv la1 y 
I- rninp: y 
ce, t itial goal (t_minP: 
therefore diverge. 
construction to rea!l=z t
we consider sequents of the form Thp: F, 1’ being a set of correctness assertions. 
Semantically r wil act as a set of assumptions under the ttalidity of which the 
valid;+qr Iry of F: ,F is to be evafuated. The proof rule for recursion in the two new 
system Wi’ri be on” iire: generai htm 
where t”’ augments F with informat~ of p: X being the initiating goal. This will 
enable any future subgoal of the form ‘7-p: X to be dealt with immediately, though 
differently under the two interpretations, by a si e assumptions 
r ‘. 
For the maximal interpretation it turns out to be sufficient to establish p: Fx under 
the assumption of p: X holding in order to conclude p: X. Intuitively this means 
that, provided p: X does not introduce a contradiction, then p: X 
maximal interpretation. ence, in this case r” will simply be the s 
For the minimal interpretation on the other hand, p: Fx must (as 
the proof syste above) be established without any assumpt 
: X. In fact, it turns out that we must be able to establish p: Fx even 
ssumptions that p: X does not hold. Hence, r’ may in this case be 
e set r v ( p: TX), assuming the introduction of the negation operator 
7 to our logic. 
In order to obtain a sound and complete axiomatization for the maxima! interpreta- 
tion, it is only necessary to consider sequents, IT-p: F, where the assumptions of I’ 
are of the form 9: X; i.e. whenever 9: GE r, then G is an identifier. We shall call 
such sets of correctness assertions simple. Simple sets behave in a rather straightfor- 
ward manner with respect o satisfiability; for r a simple set of correctness assertions 
the assignment 7/- : X ~(9 ] 9: X E r} is the minimal assignment validatkg it. In 
fact t= .r if? rl. c 7. 
I%0 vhn+ir\n *f cnrne-hn . a a.L lIvcLwII wa J~l.rCrJrc validity under +hp m-v; clakLI?LUdA.mal interpretation may now be 
extended to sequents in the fo!lowing -way. 
Thus, r: F must hold for son:e assignment U, which is almost a post-model for 
9, except that it may use t assumptions r represented by rl.. Fop; n” =$, (;f is 
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We proof sysietn). Let be an image-finite process system. 
Let F be a simple set of correctness assertions, X an identifier, p_ p’, pl, p2,. . . pro- 
cesses and F, G.. . . formulas over Id. Then I-,,, is the smallest +:t of correctness 
- -*_ _.-c 
tt 
A 
I‘l- nlilX P: tt 
P’l-maxp: b l’t-,,,p: G 
l’t--maxp: F A G 
l‘r-,;,, p: F l‘k “IaxP: G 
I’k-,,,,,p: F v G I*+,,,._p: F z 
l7-,,,._p’: F 0 
rl-mmilRp: ia)F p jpt 
[I 
l&,ilxp, : F. . . IT+,,,;,,, p,, : F 
- I’t- m.,x P: blF 
IP ZP’ 
Ret 1 r, p: Xl-m;lxp: x 
c PI xknilxP: & 
Rx2 -.. 
fl--milxp: x 
Fx =9(X) 
Fig. 2. The proof system MAX. 
In the rules of Fig. 2 we have written r, p: X for the set ru {p: X}. Also, we 
will ofte:a write t--maxp: F for @-,,, p: E In Rec2, the goal p: X is being recorded 
in the assumption part. This allows any future occurrences of p: X as a (sub-) goa! 
to be dealt with immediately (and successfully) by virtue of the axiom Reel. 
Sounlness is now proved by showing that the relation prnax is closed under the 
Theoae,lm 5.3 (Soundness). Lrct r 58 Q s~..,~~ ;mnlo se! c;E correctne_cs a s&c YS, atid p: F 
be a cm-ectness assertion. 73en the following holds: 
roof. We show that I=,,.,,, is preserved by all the rules of the proof system. 
deal with the rules A, Reel and Rer2 leaving the other rules t 
A : Assume l% maxp: F and J%,,, p: G. That is, kiilp: F a 
q, 0, with q s @$q u q., 0,s [~]u~u q.. Now, [9] is monoton 
that (q v 02) c [9]( q v Us) v q.. Also, I=,, is monotonic in a, so 
l.- cam ET I- 7luaZY- 1 and /= l C 8+ aiuci2Pe U. LL LUllWWJ ,_,r;llt..r &;4[ p-r,u_2 
FAG. 
km?i QP kr 
71. II’X - l . This is trivial since we may simply take CT = rlV.p:,Y. 
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&c2: Assume r, ii: JO=,, ~9: Fx, i.e. k,,p: Fx for some u with 3 5E [S]a u 71-_pIx. 
We must show that rk=,,, p: X or I=,,*p: X for some (2’ with cr’c [~]AJ ri.. Now, 
take CT’ = a u 71.*,.,&. = uu rI.v [p/X] ([p/X)(Y) = (p} when X = Y and (ii other- 
wise). With this choice for a’ obviously k=,,lp: P(. It remains to show t 
N~w~p~[F~ju~[F~ju’. Hence,[9jdu T~-=[[~]u’v T~-W [p/.X] =[~]c’LJ T~-,,:X 
and the inclusion in (7) follows directiy from our assumptions on (T and monotonicity 
of [9]. c1 
For jnite process systems and for finite sets of identifiers Id, the proof system 
is moreover complete, as stated in the following theorem. 
(Completeness). Let be Q jnite process system and Id be o finite set 
of identi$ers. Let r be a simple set of correctness assertions and p: F be a correctness 
assertion. Thez the follcwirg holds: 
Given only finitely many processes and identifiers the ordering 2 on simple 
sets of correctness assertions (r 2 0 iff L? c r and 0 # r) is a well-founded ordering 
(i.e. there are no infinite x-decreasing chains & c T,c r3 l l l ). Hence, we may 
prove the complet ness by well-founded induction on 1”. So assume as induction 
hypothesis that 
whenever (2 => K Also, assume that Bmaxp: F, or equivalently that l=up: F for some 
o- with 0 cz [9jUU 71.. We must establish rt- maxp: F. We proceed by (an inner) 
structural induction on F. 
F= ii: From the rule i’i vie ~~~~1~~~~ dLJIIbI~~~ immediately that 13--maxp: F. 
F = H A G: Then l=,,p: H A G fc/r some u with UC [9]0 v rl.. From definition. 
of I===, also l==Crp: N and I=,,p: G. Thus, from the (inner) induction +ypoihesis 
13--maxp: H arki &max : G. Finally, using the A-rule clearly yiehds hmaxp: F. 
F = M v G, (a)H, [a]H: Simiiar. 
F= : Then l=,,p: X for some u with O-C (I9jcru rl,. If p: X E I’, we have 
immediately from Reel that I‘t-mL,, : X. Zitherwise we may show that l=,,p: Fx. TO 
see this observe that 
) c uFxjuu q(X). 
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be given by the following diagram: 
and let X be given by the recursive equation 
olds for a process provided ihe process is always or invarian 
an a-action. et us now prove that p enjoys the property X using the 
0 
A 
p: Xl-maxp: tt p: Xk,,,p: 
p: Xl-maxp: (a)tt p: Xt--maxp: [a]X 611 
;ec2 p: Xt-maxp: (a)tt A [a]X 
An axiomatization adequate for the minimal interpretatian is obtained by con- 
sidering sequents, D-p: F, where the assumpticns of r are of the form 9: 1X. 
This introduces negation to our logic, but only in a very restricted sense and only 
in the assumption part. The notion of validity relative to an assignment Q- of a 
negated formula of the form q: 1X is defined in the o vious way: i==‘,, q: -IX~ 
l+<,q: xeq $z o(X). 
As a dual to the notion of simple sets of correctness assertions we then define a 
1,. _. __ _:_____?_-_ :_  -_- m I- __v c__ - set of correctness assertions 4 to uz d CU-SLfiipic in c-me u 1s --IA iwr some identifier 
X wnlc;ilt-ver q: GE 4 for some process q. Satisfiability of co-simple sets is also 
rather trivial: for 4 a co-simple set of correctness assertions define the assignment 
TA ll x++;dp[p: -- 1% g Ai. It is obvious that r3 validates A. In fact it may be shown 
that l=,derc: TV- 
The nation of semantic validity under the minimal interpretation may now be 
extended in the fo!!owing way. 
( Validity). Let A be a co-simple set of correctness assertions and p: F 
a correctness assertion. Then A kminp: _F iflF 
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N priqf system). Let -- ^_ be an image-finite ~IUGCSS system. 
Let A be a set of co-simple correctness assertions, X an identifier, p, p’, pl, p2, . . . 
processes and F, G, . . e formulas over Id. Then I-min is the smallest set of correctness 
assertions satisfying the rules 
ttdt- min P: tt 
A+minP: F 
of Fig. 3. 
Ak_minP: G 
A 
Ak,i”P: F A G 
A+_minP: F A+_minP: G 
” A+minP: F v G A~-,i,P: F v G 
0 
A+_minP’: F u 
A+_minP: (a)F ’ +“I 
Cl 
ArminPl : F. s s A+m,,lP,r : F 
At-tnin P: Ial F 
{Pb . . ..P.,l=~P’lP~P’~ 
Ret 
A, p: TXk_minP: Fx 
Ab,i,P: X 
F,=SBh(X), p:lX~d 
Fig. 3. The proof system MIN. 
In Ret, the goal p: X is being recorded in the assumption part as a negated 
assertion, p: TX. Hence, any subsequent occurrences of p: X as a (sub-) goal will 
fail due to lack of applicable inference rules resulting from the side-condition of Rec. 
The proof system IN is also sound and appropriately complete as stated in the 
following theorems. 
eorem 6.3 (Soundness). LP! A by L? CO-ci_i)?mk set n,f mrrectness ass~rtims md p: _F 
be u correciness assertion. Then the jMowing holds: 
At,i,p: F * Al=,i,p: E 
We show that kmln is preserved by all the rules of the proof system. We only 
ith the rules A and Ret leaving the other simpler rules to the reader 
/*I : A nn..-r8 A L c : : t : . A33Ulllb bsT,i,yI: 1 j \l = i, ~2). ThZt is, F,,fjI firi i ; - ;i. __.i_ -._ -___ ._ lK/T,l-n ;, Lj VVilL11GVGl u&ujJu 1-1 ‘S-J --r 
4~. It follows directly LO*= llullI the definition of I=‘,, (Definition 3.3) that l=,,p: F, A F2 
_.l. _ wirC;nz'v'Zi- [ jti i'i TJ & C.r* ez:: A~minP: F, 11 Ez_ 
ec: Let 7-I” T~,_,~. ssume A, p:1X1= mirl p: &, th,at is l=,,~: Fx whenever 
[gnu n 7’ E 0, Now let [9Qp n r, c p. We must show that i=Pp: X. Skce T’C Q, p 
n a'c p. Hence, i=,,p: Fx or PE ([9jp)(X). Also, p E Q( 
llows that p E p(X) or equivalently 
C 
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assertion. Then the following holds: 
Abmin : F + AI--,i"p: E 
. Given only finitely many processes and identifiers, the or 
co-simple sets of correctness assertions is a well-founded ordering. 
rove the completeness by well-founded induction on A. SC assume as induction 
ypothesis that 
whenever J2 3 A. Also, assume Al= minp: F or equivalently that l==up: F whenever 
[Bla n 74 C_ (T. Our task is to establish At-,i”p: E We prove this by an inner structural 
induction on the formula 
F = tt: Immediate from the tt-rule. 
F = H A G: Then I=,p: N A G, and hence I==(,p: H axi i=,,p: G, whenever [9jcrn 
TA C CT. From the inner induction hypothesis i;y’e then conclude that ~%,~.,;,p: H and 
A E_minp: G. Applying now the A-rule yields as desired A+,i,p: H A G. 
F = H v G, (a)H, [a]H: Similar. 
hen l==,p: X whenever [9]an TV c CK In particular Iyap: X, since rj 
obviously satisfies this condition. This means that p: -YX g A, proving the side- 
condition of the Ret-rule. Let us now show that k,p: Fx whenever [9gS n ~~~~~~~ s 
6. Assume not, i.e. p e [ Fx]6 for some such 6. Then 
since p f;E [ FXn(6 n TA,p:7X ). From our initial assumption this implies that 
I= 6n73,1,:_7X 19: X and hence l=u .,,: ,,~ p: X, which is a contradiction. 
A, p: lXb,i”p: Fxm Since A,p:lX~A(p:lXftA) we may a 
hypothesis to obtain A; p: lXEmi,p: Fx. Since the side-conditi 
already 5een established we may apply the Ret-rule yielding as desired 
AFminP: X* LI 
us re-examine Example 4.7 in the proof systerfl %I us is 
given by the diagram below: 
and the identi 
[ &1 v (ca)X. 
rove that /‘P enjoys using 
1 h 
v 
Rerc 
0 * 
v 
Ret 
0 
v 
Ret 
r: 1X, 4: 1X, PI lXF-,in r: [U]ff 
SI 1X, 91 7X, p; lXi-,i" r: [ll]ffV (a)X 
q: 1X, p: -!x l---pr,,n : X 
4: 1x3 p: lXI-,i”tj: (a)X 
4: 1X, p: lXt-,inq: [a]ff v (U)X 
pi ‘IX;-,i*q: X 
p: lX+,i*p: (a)X 
p: - dO--,,,,p: [a]ff v (a)X 
(b+minp: X
$&Te observe that, comp~rnTJ **A*h *ha c;m-ln* 
Lc wu -.ll cllb 31111plbl proof s:;3tem in, the possibility of 
non-termination has been removed by the introduction ot as ptions. Stnl we may 
choose the derivation q -+ a p instead of q + a r in the ( )-application marked *. 
However, in contrast to the simpler proof system in, this will not b 
to the initial goal, but instead to that of proving X3 PI TXkminP: 
rule that may possibly be applied to this goal is the rule Rec. However, the 
side-condition of Ret is clearly not valid and the attempted application therefore 
fails immediately. 
The proof sys:ems presented in this paper are intended to extend the work of 
Stirling [20-221 and Winskel [25,26]. Mowever, in contrast to their wsrk, 6: e make 
no assumptions as to the structure of processes and our systems are therefore valid 
for any image-finite system of processes. Thus, we believe, that our rules for recursive 
formulas may be added directly to the systems of Stirling and Winskel yielding 
complete compositional proof systems for Hennessy-Milner Logic with recursion. 
The proof systems presented in Sections 5 and 6 were partly motivated from a 
computational pc?nt of view. Indeed an automar’ic verijkatiorl system for deciding 
whether a finite-state CCS-process satisfies a (possibly recursive) formu 
been implemented in RQLOG based directly on the two proof systems. However, 
IXIP rkrt-all tnfar c-a m Q . . . A,‘,,____1 II_ JIIUil L&Lb1 a ,,r,sentatron of this new verrficatron system and a ~~i;u~,ion of its 
relationshi-, tc that in [6] to a separate paper. 
Unfortunately, the proof systems presented do not allow alternations of minimal 
d maximal fixed points, imposing serious limitations on the expressiveness. 
ertain rest icte 
oral propositions involving nested 
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f~g+r~ul!.;?~ R; g>ggqd-jer the assumptions of rm ! T-43~ +k:- ;-+-.=-r-..- -iL .,: 
u lIuQl rrrb3 ~LLI PJI G;LQLL~~I, Gir: PruoS c;yc;rpnjs 
provide a way of constructing evidence of sat;0 &ability for a composite formula 
from similar evi ence of a satisfiability of its component formulas. Thus, the proof 
Csrg+p~a- mgyn, hp IBCPA r)P thn kQcT;LT fnr 0 rxrrtam 
~J.TLGL~~~ liicrg ,.,h,;,k vw LaabU U3 Lllb JU313 IUL Cc 3yJLb&Pi, i3axaiaa w;ll WI1A-J - ..‘.I UULUll atKA'y synehgsizt4 
giGCCSSCS (implementations) satisfying a given (possibly W%n..*n:=,* I F IbbU131Yb) 1 XGX!G 
uch a system would be comparable to both the method in [5] which 
1s for specifications expressed in Branching Time Te 
ethod in [I31 which synthesizes CSP-like programs from specifications 
expressed in Linear Time Temporal Logic. owever, the implementation of a 
model-constructing system based upon the pres ted proof systems and a discussion 
of such a systems relationship to those in [5,13] will be presented in a future 
In conclusion, we believe that, being able to serve as the basis for both an automatic 
model-checking arid an automatic Yno&l-csasrrucring system, emphasizes the import- 
ance of the proof systems presented. Moreover, the partial and total correctness of 
these derived automatic systems may be based directly on the soundness and 
completeness theorems of 
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